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From Encrypted Data to Payload Cellebrite Physical Analyzer detects digital evidence and creates evidence for trial. Liverma - a
new platform for the study of jockey organs The Italian company Liverta has launched a new platform that will be able to analyze,

store and share data for jockeys. It can solve the problem of an overly complex data verification process that can seriously slow
down a company. Human Quest - virtual reality app with simulations The unique technology allows users to interact with the virtual

world according to their individual tastes. The Human QuEST application (translated from Greek as "dream") simulates military
campaigns and enables virtual networking of fighters in real conditions. Sekor Labs Creates a Lithium-Based Device to Analyze
the Earth's Magnetic Field Sector Lab, a subsidiary of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), created an interactive

model of the Earth's magnetic potential for the NASA-funded SekOR project. It includes many sensors and sensors that need to be
built into the car in order to get an image of the magnetic flux. Real-time sensor testing The British company Selectronics

Materials (SM), founded in 1986, is testing a display technology in which a flexible multi-layer OLED crystal plays an important
role. It is fixed on paper and placed between the surface of the table and the screen so that the light passes through it. From this

screen, engineers will be able to take measurements. XiCT produces hazy, high-resolution images Cyclotron Technologies, a
developer of data acquisition systems, has introduced a new XiSCOTT-X sensor that allows you to recognize hazy and invisible

images in the visible range. Thanks to him, the researchers were able to better analyze the smoky image. The University of Notre
Dame de Naples (UDC) has developed a sensor that is used to measure effort at various stages of a workout for a comprehensive
assessment of fitness level. Thanks to the sensor, every movement can be measured from start to finish, which will certainly make

it easier to understand and interpret the data. New RoomRoom sensors are on sale in Japan Japanese startup Room Room has
announced that it can use sensors developed by Ultra-Thin to measure energy and take measurements in a room specially designed

to house equipment. HiTek's new
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